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                The Premier AI Tracker for Performance Marketers
                Don't just succeed. Thrive.
            

            
                Desktop. Mobile. Web. 

                All your traffic sources. All your offers. One dashboard.
            

            
                Start Your Free Trial
            

        
    
    



    
        

    




    Free AI Included. Plans Starting At $49



    
        
            We focus on campaign management so you can focus on competition, 

                strategy and scale. As a ThriveTracker User, you can kiss excel 

                spreadsheets goodbye and tell those overpriced trackers to get lost. 

                Our tracking platform has all the tools you need to compare your 

                spend to what you’ve earned in real time.
            

            
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        
                            

                            

                            

                        

                    
                

            
  
                
            
                
                    Try It Risk Free For 14 Days
                    Track up to 1 million clicks on us.
                

                Start Your Free Trial
            

            
        

    
    
        
            Product Features

            We think our product is hands-down the best on 
the market and our team of agile developers is 
constantly rolling out new releases.

        

        
            
            	
                    
                        
                            

                            AI Optimization

                            
                                Split test your landing pages and offers, get results in real time, and increase your campaign efficiency. Select the time period and calculation method that works best for you and let our algorithm optimize for you based on performance, helping to increase your profits. Use our AI timeline charts to review prior algorithm decisions.
                            

                        

                    

                
	
                    
                        
                            

                            Bot Filter

                            
                                Redirect traffic where you want it. Redirect based on geo, browser, OS, and much more. Filter out known bots, known bot hosts/ISPs and any other unwanted traffic. Send them to a redirect page or another campaign. Our geo-redirect/bot filter lets you keep that data separate so you can still analyze and manage it.
                            

                        

                    

                
	
                    
                        
                            

                            Fastest Redirects

                            
                                Globally distributed AWS infrastructure and cutting edge technology ensures your traffic gets where it’s supposed to go - fast.
                                We know how to support desktop AND mobile traffic - stop losing clicks you paid for with slower trackers.
                            

                        

                    

                
	
                    
                        
                            

                            Auto-Scaling

                            
                                When you’ve found the perfect traffic source and the hottest offer, your tracker should be the last thing on your mind.
                                With ThriveTracker’s remarkable cloud-based solution, your instance scales as you scale.
                            

                        

                    

                
	
                    
                        
                            

                            Control Your Domains

                            
                                Your domain reputation directly impacts ROI. Don’t let a “grouped” domain impact Your ROI.
                                With ThriveTracker, all Your traffic will route through Your own - custom - domain.
                            

                        

                    

                
	
                    
                        
                            

                            World-Class Support

                            
                                The ThriveTracker team is here for you. We’re committed to supporting your business and constantly improving our solutions.
                                Lookout for consistent releases and integrations.
                            

                        

                    

                
	
                    
                        
                            

                            LP Pixel

                            
                                Place our click tracking pixel on your landing page and run traffic directly to your page from your traffic source.
                                ThriveTracker tracks everything without a redirect and still allows you to split test offers.
                            

                        

                    

                
	
                    
                        
                            

                            Funnel Support

                            
                                Setup multiple landing page and offer split-tests. Track unlimited pages in a funnel using Branches.
                                Attribute upsell conversions to the correct offer. Swap offers without editing landing page code.
                            

                        

                    

                
	
                    
                        
                            

                            Multi-User Access

                            
                                Separate logins for your employees, affiliates or partners.
                            

                        

                    

                


        

    

    
        
            Quotes

            We take user feedback seriously, here's what 
 some of our customers think.

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            “Just wanted to drop a quick note and give you all kudos for the fine product that you all have built/are building out.
                            We fall in love with the tracker more and more everyday.
                            Good job guys.”
                        

                        24 months and counting

                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                        
                            “The support at ThriveTracker is absolutely fantastic.
                            I sat with Kevin (Che) when I first got started with them and he walked me through the whole process,
                            answering any and all questions professionally and patiently.
                            He turned me into a pro at the tracking game, taught me things I didn’t even know before.
                            I’m very impressed.”
                        

                        4 months and counting

                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                        
                            "Great job all this time, platform is so slick. There is a learning curve, of course, but I love when that's
                            the case because I grew and found more success each day. This beast is definitely different from other trackers.
                            The tutorials, blogs, support docs, and available education materials are exceptional aids in winning at performance marketing!"
                        

                        31 months and counting

                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                        
                            "You guys are amazing with your Support. Thanks for being so responsive with us and our lofty goals for the platform.
                            ThriveTracker is exceeding expectations and the Geo-Redirect/Bot Filter seems to be doing a great job of optimizing our campaign funnels!"
                        

                        45 days and counting

                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                        
                            "We absolutely love your platform and I am sure we will be using it for years to come. We came to you with hopes to track all stats,
                            learn from the data acquired, and improve our ROI across many campaigns. We've been getting everything we could have hoped for! Thank you so much!”
                        

                        11 months and counting

                    
                
            

        

    
    
        
            
                Try It Risk Free For 14 Days
                Track up to 1 million clicks on us.
            

            Start Your Free Trial
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                                About Us

                                
                                    ThriveTracker is the ultimate mobile and web campaign management solution for affiliates. Backed by industry leaders and private equity.
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                This site uses cookies to offer you a better browsing experience. Some features of this site may not function properly without cookies enabled.
                To find out more, please read our Privacy Policy.
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